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Advanced CCTV Control
and Display Software

Security

Corporate Offices
Hospitals
Correctional Facilities
Casinos
Industrial Sites
Warehouses & Factories
Retail & Malls
Colleges & Universities

Transportation

Airports
Highways
Port Facilities
Transit Systems
Cruise Ships
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Command and Control Solutions
Advanced Automation
Sophisticated Alarm
Management
Automate actions in response to an alarm. Broadcast
notification to specified operators, or notify them in turn
to guarantee timely handling. Archive alarms for later
retrieval.

Powerful scripting language can automate common
tasks and ensure the correct conditions exist before
a particular action takes place. Design scripts to
perform tasks in response to user control,
conditions within the system, access or alarm input,
or according to a schedule.
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Hybrid IP/Analog Video

Scalability
Scale up by adding servers and clients as needed.
Cameleon supports client-multiple server and serverto-server architecture. Share video with other users
while protecting sensitive parts of your system
configuration.

View and control IP and analog video
simultaneously through a single interface.
Cameleon’s state-of-the-art canvas technology
allows you to migrate from your existing analog
video system into the era of IP video gradually,
without losing your investment.

Multi-Vendor Support
Combine equipment from different manufacturers.
Use Cameleon’s intuitive interface to configure and
control them all. Seamlessly integrate legacy
equipment with new equipment.

Custom Windows

Customize Site Maps

Multi-purpose custom windows allow you to view
live and archived video, load site maps, control
remote PCs, or connect to the Internet.

Customize site maps with icons representing installed
devices, alarms and automated events. Create hyperlinks
to additional maps and named views. Or use the device
list instead.

Customize Desktop
Customize the appearance of operator
workstations. Specify which windows are
displayed, and their size, position and content on
individual or multiple workstations. Multiple
monitor configurations are fully supported.

Control External Displays
Display video on external monitors and video walls with
simple drag-and-drop actions. Cameleon's integration
with video walls allows content and layout to be
customized from the client interface.

Integrated Security System

Operator Security
Secure system access through operator passwords and
access privileges. Granular permissions restrict an
operator’s access to each site map and device
independently, as well as restricting access to a subset of
a device’s features.

Link external access control and alarm systems to
Cameleon to create an integrated security system.

Device Controls
Device gadgets give operators easy access to a device’s
advanced controls, camera presets, patterns and auxiliaries.

Priorities
Built-in arbitration system eliminates
CCTV resource conflicts and allows
operators to take control of specific
devices.

Fluid PTZ Control
Custom windows are live control pads. View video using
intuitive drag-and-drop actions. Simple mouse controls
pan and tilt the camera, or zoom, focus or adjust the iris.
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Archived Video
Archive video on network video recorders or DVRs. Use the
same interface to retrieve archived video, from any recording
device.

Restrict Viewing
Restrict certain operators, or groups of operators, from
viewing video from particular cameras or on specific
monitors. Easily reverse restrictions at any time.

Camera Association
Automatically load the archived video associated with an
alarm, without having to search and cue the video
manually.
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External Monitor
IP Decoder

Cameleon Clients

NVR
Large Format Display

DVR

IP Network

IP Decoder
VMW Video
Processors

Cameleon
Server

VMW
Control PC

Matrix Switcher
IP Encoders
IP Encoder

IP Port Server

Access Control
or Alarm System

PTZ Camera
Fixed Camera
Dome Camera

Analog Video
Serial Data
Network Connection

Cameleon
Server
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Phone:
Toll Free:
Fax:
E-mail:
Web:

250-388-7232
888-242-4291
250-388-7229
info@360surveillance.com
www.360surveillance.com

